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The Amaruq Hunters And Trappers Association’s impact statement for the Project
Proposal of Phase 2, Mary River Project , intervening with a Governance Statement
Inuit Piqujaqjuat Constitution, recognizing both the Oral Hearing and Oral Traditional
Knowledge, Oral Decisions Ancestral Knowledge, Nunavut Land Claim Agreement for
the procedural hearing by the Nunavut Impact Review Board and the Environmental
Assessment Panel. The Amaruq Hunters and Trappers Association and the Committee
on the Public Hearing have had opportunity to speak and present for the last two years.
It is with the understanding that the committee feels the assessment is impacted by lack
of access to public information and procedural changes made in due course of the
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Hearing. The challenges of having access to factual information prevent us from
providing a complete statement.
When Elders were making their statements they were expressing Inuit Laws but these
laws are being mistakenly interpreted as traditional knowledge. The Elders Statements
must be interpreted as Inuit Laws for procedural fairness to be realized.

SAIMATAT
INNARNUT PIQUJAT TISIJUALUUMATA
FOR ELDERS GOVERNANCE KNOWLEDGE IS STRONG
The Elders Governance Knowledge is strong, it is our life of ‘fostering goodness’. For
those not party to the Oral Decisions, Oral Inuit Communication and decision making
since time immemorial, will find the Knowledge inspiring and same time difficult to
believe it is part of the Implementation Responsibility’s and not adequate or not
modern enough.
When identifying as Inuit, we should not be dismissed as per the Nunavut Agreement
Articles when implementing the regional and local decisions. Since seventy-nine 79
years is short time of the Inuit Governance Implementation Plan. Monitoring wildlife
and monitoring the activity’s surrounding Phase 1 of the Project Activity have proven to
be inattentive to core value of keeping the two as the main management plan.
Jetaloo Kakee , Meeka Mike
AHTA Project Activity Assessment Committee
Members Sworn-in
Jetaloo Kakee
Jimmy Akavak
Lodie Ipeelie
Kevin Akpalialuk
Meeka Mike
SAIMATAT
Inuit Governance Statement from the Amaruq Hunters And Trappers
Association
Amaruq Hunters and Trappers Association (AHTA), Designated Inuit Organization plan
to continue to assess and monitor wildlife and the progressions surrounding the
ecological nature of the animals both from land and sea on behalf of Inuit Members.
The assessment and the monitoring is the main implementation concern by AHTA
Board for the shipping route, migration routes for caribou, whales, marine mammals,
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and 28 species of migratory and non migratory birds within the Project Activity,
Nunavut Settlement Areas.
The Proposal of Phase 2 have shown us it is going onto phase 3, after having had a
phase 1, that only contradicts the NLCA Nunavut Agreement on part of lack of
consultation with the Inuit Members of QIA since to the point , a side agreement, again
developed without input or plebiscite. An economic future of 100 years and a
surmountable value, that only seeks to increase the tonnage, when Phase 1 have yet to
be realized. The merit of who is gaining here, with a long term vested consultation as
per Inuit Governance, Piqujaqjuat is due. Who is going to inform Inuit at national,
territorial and within our Rights? NTI or ITK?
The compounding effects on many Arctic Species and many Arctic Community’s coping
with rapid social and economic opportunity’s that continue to impact health and well
being of it’s residents, in the face of these challenges, Inuit have shown incredible
patience and resilience as greater autonomy and self-determination over the direction of
our future, where new company’s access to natural resources and shipping routes have
led to an increasing number of nation-states, territorial governments, and multinational
companies showing an active development interest in the region.
The Socio Economic Impact Plans is required in order to identify and activate the Inuit
Impact Benefit Agreement according to the intent of the Nunavut Agreement and the
Constitution.
Amaruq Hunters & Trappers Association Board of Directors
Jimmy Akavak, Chairperson
David Alexander, Vice Chairperson
Adamee Itorcheak, Secretary Treasurer
Jetaloo Kakee, Elder Hunter
Noah Alookie
Kathleen Hanson
Archie Angnakak
Nash Nowdluk Sagiatook

IMPLEMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT
The Amaruq Hunters and Trappers Association was formed and created by the sanction
of the Inuit Governance of Elders stemming back from 1890 to 1970. The Uqqurmiut
decision to allow the beginning to form two entity’s to respect the Implementation
Duty; one to be responsible for all creation, and two, to have a community based
governing body to ensure Inuit Knowledge continues to thrive for next generations in
unison of being Designated Inuit Organization.
Those dates are connected to the original Inuit Land Use Plan which is the Community
Land And Resources Council (CLARC) main responsibility: given the power of attorney
to manage, direct, monitor, and plan the resources of all nature to impact of Inuit in the
Arctic. Created for the mandate to represent Inuit Members and Beneficiary’s under
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the Uqqurmiut Governance and the Inuit Constitution; dated 970A.D. Protection of
Land with Activity’s respecting nature and Inuit.
HUNTERS
Hunters are deemed to implement the Inuit Rights by the main five tasks established as a
policy that individual Hunter does the assignment of five government departments:
Observation, Monitoring, Protection, Consultation, and Providing livelihood (Basic
Needs).
IMPLEMENTATION DUTY UNDER THE PLAN
A Resource Royalty Plan was also created and established by the Inuit Governance and
passed down to the CLARC’s to ensure the proper Inuit Rights are implemented. The
three major Saimatat:
1. Royalty Formula based on Inuit Practices of gathering duck eggs. In
that to celebrate the last Qaggiviqjuaq, that every beneficiary member receive
and equal amount at the signing of a project activity. This have been
implemented by Makivik as per the Uqqurmiut Directive. (Before adopting
provincial and territorial boundaries)
2. Establish and Build Cultural Schools – Each new community would
decide to have it within the municipality or on ancestral lands.
3. Hunters Policy – The Hunters be provided the means as an employed
Hunter Provider for their family or the community. This designation to be
identified through the CLARCS and the HTA’S for benefits or programs within
the respective community’s.
The current Inuit Impact Benefit Agreement is presumptive only to be developed in
accordance of the Canadian Acts on Society’s and is questionable in that the spirit and
the intent of what IIBA were intended to be. This is causing the Conflict Resolution
Practices of Inuit to prolong as it has to date because the Nunavut Agreement and the
Inuit Constitution and Governance process have yet to be integrated fully. This is
having a socio economic impact in the administration of the Nunavut Agreement.
Laws In Relation to Land, Ocean & Water
Greater Moss Iyju
Wildlife Main Breeding Grounds/Transitional Breeding Grounds
Wildlife Habitat
Main Migration Route (Aqqusinirjuaq)
Greater Moss Iyju
The greater moss is our traditional main indictor for the abundance of plant life and
caribou. The last couple of years the greater moss have sprouted and grown before the
grass: the tundra life will flourish more than other years and the Elders expect a good
healthy population of caribou soon after, for all living beings.
Wildlife Main Breeding Grounds/Transitional Breeding Grounds
Laws pertaining to the environment are the responsibility of a hunter, family, and/or the
people. Inuit traditional activities, in procuring and preparing food, for example, included
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where animals are butchered. This is customary for concern over other species and
ensured that the environment is kept clean.
The Practice of keeping and respecting boundaries complemented this view. To
illustrate this, Main Breeding Grounds or Transitional Breeding Grounds were taught to
maintain Law among people. Inuit Child Rearing also include respecting the Wildlife
habitat, creating awareness for future generations. Thus the sanction of Kigaillardjuat:
The Arctic Refuge , known as Porcupine Caribou Core Range and Protected Areas,
and, The Dewey Soper Migratory Bird Sanctuary, respectively created at same time by
Inuit Governance and realized at different dates by Governments to protect the birthing
grounds of Arctic Species.
Aqqusinirjuat
The Aqqusinirjuat, of which the Traditional Environmental and Wildlife Laws recognize
as having great law from our ancestors to ensure we acquire means to get clothing and
feeding our family’s is one that have indicators in ensuring caribou are abundant and
make it to Netteling and Amardjuaq. The Aqqusirnijuaq (Referenced as a route to
Steensby in the Project Activity area) have three main environmental indicators along
the coast once they make it to Baffin Island and down to the northern region of
Nettiling. Those indicators determine how abundant the caribous will be for next
generation up to third and up to 6th generation, these were known to determine the
viability of the management of people in ensuring the habitat is monitored.
Who is protecting the Caribou Birthing Grounds and the main migration route from
mainland to Baffin Island as per the Institutions of Public Government put in place.?
And the Qikitaaluk Wildlife Board have yet to be recognized as the entity with function
and power to ensure laws are made according to Inuit Rights regarding traditional
sanctuary’s.
Wildlife Habitat
The Nettiling and Amardjuaq are integral to the survival of the caribou on Baffin Island.
Both are much warmer and have had long standing birthing ground for tuktu the
caribou. Once Nunavut was established, the Traditional Law was to be recognized as
birthing grounds as traditional sanctuary. The proposed railroad to Steensby would
hinder the ancient Main Migration Route. Which enables caribous to recolonize and
repopulate in areas that used to be protected by hunters. Who is protecting this
knowledge, and which DIO has the function and power to continue Inuit Culture is
protected.?
Ancestral Law on Main Migration Route
The Aqqusinirjuaq have three main indicators, monitored then between traditional
geographic areas/equal use and occupancy. The western coast of Baffin Island have three
inlets, indicators of the main three herds as to how long the Main Herd will stay. out of
the three herds that cross depending how far they make it to the Indicator Inlets, then
Inuit plan for the next five years.
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Peoples Laws & Practice
Who are the Laws for, and who are the practices for?
Where do the Laws derive from?
Inuit or Peoples Laws, Practices and Customs are the integral part of life in: 1) holding
stewardship, 2) the customs of providing & preparing food, 3) The Respect to
Ownership & Property based on traditional camps. The Traditional Knowledge and
Oral Decisions are based on Traditional Ecological Knowledge. The Traditional
Geographic Areas of Families and how the respect of wildlife areas amongst Inuit is
important in maintaining and protecting Wildlife Laws and Environmental Laws based on
Traditional Ecological Knowledge, Inuit Governance and Spirituality.
SAIMATAT
INUIT LAND USE PLAN
Inuit Governance derive from the Wildlife and Environmental Laws with Practices
strictly held by Families. The Focus on Codes of Conduct, Principles, Guiding
Principles, and Fundamental Values assist to verify the cohesive relationships of People
and the Arctic Environment, Wildlife according to seasonal progressions.
The Inuit Land Use Plan also derives from the Constitution of Piquyaqjuaq determining
two ways to establish land protection; for People and the Arctic Wildlife known as
Ukiuqtaqturng.
The Inuit Land Use Plan has three major concessions since 500 years ago as part of the
Inuit Constitution keeping in mind the intent of Implementation Responsibilitys; one,
the leaders were amongst people whom held rights to land title for either jurisdictional
or out right ownership, second, Qaggivikjuaq announces an addition of Land Use Plan
by designating Land Use to be held by Saimatat (person), thirdly, for the purpose of the
Canadian Bill C-35, Uqqurmiut Elders Governance create Hunters and Trappers
Associations and Community Land And Resources Councils.

INUIT ENVIROMENTAL AND WILDLIFE INDICATORS AND
MONITORING IN ASSESSING ANY GIVEN ACTIVITY
Arctic Wildlife & Ecology
ARCTIC CHAR IQALUK/IQALUIT
Wildlife Laws & Practices – Iqaluit – Arctic Char
Arctic Char Inuit Knowledge
The iqaluk, Arctic Char easily notice changes of movement and smells keenly. It is one
of our main livelihood in maintaining and protecting the surroundings of its Natural
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Progression around the moon, young summer, summer, fall/ early winter, winter, early
spring, spring, and young spring.
The Arctic Species (Uumajuit) are intricate source of survival and subsistence living.
The traditional customs in sharing meat and respect towards wildlife go hand in hand
with family experiences.
Arctic Char dwellings, sanctuary’s are intricate part of the seasons mainly to purify
watersheds and produce the suvat fully grown fish eggs. This is the Traditional
Ecological Knowledge on Arctic Char held under the Inuit Environmental and Wildlife
Laws, Natural Progressions of Arctic Environment.
The Iqaluk Arctic Char natural progressions when purifying watersheds on land produce
moist viscous fluid a mucous secreted during a sleep mode to strengthen its skin while
growing. This includes rivers, streams, lakes, greater ponds, and springs throughout
Baffin Island. The dormant Iqaluk moves its mouth while in its sanctuary shrouded with
its regorge matter (for lack of better word in English). Covering itself to get to state of
dormant breathing, although the land is blanketed with snow, the Arctic Char purifies
the water.
The dust fall throughout the Baffin Region is a major concern both for human and
marine mammals. The iron ore dust accumulate in the rivers, streams, ponds, and lakes,
though it is particles of a heavy mineral, it does stay on top of calm water creating a film
or stays afloat below the surface.
The impact on the fish habitat is detrimental as the fish requires light even during the
winter in order to be dormant.

Tuktu
Peoples Laws & Practice
Who are the Laws for, and who are the practices for?
Where do the Laws derive from?
Inuit or Peoples Laws, Practices and Customs are the integral part of life in: 1) holding
stewardship, 2) the customs of providing & preparing food, 3) The Respect to
Ownership, Living Land Use Plans and Property based on traditional camps. The
Traditional Geographic Areas of Families and how the respect of wildlife areas amongst
Inuit is important in maintaining and protecting Wildlife Laws and Environmental Laws
based on Traditional Ecological Knowledge, Inuit Governance and Spirituality.
Tuktu Caribou
The Caribou’s grazing, transitional feeding, natural paths, resting grounds and birthing
grounds are known as kigaillarq. Caribous feed and grazing grounds are important for
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our subsistent life. And one that is limited and protected by practice of respect for its
birthing ground. The Traditional Law, one that is a teaching as young as a child.
Omasus Pisissitarng
The pisissita is one of the main health indicators, in that it is an advanced indicator; the
caribou will replenish the content of the omasus so it may be at its healthiest to do what
it does best, gallop to protect itself from the wolves. Elders / Ancestors of Uqqurmiut
would make an assessment statement to Inuit once the children and adults have had
done the technical work of determining the purity of the content. A collaborative
management amongst Inuit to determine the planning for the next three years and five
years and what to expect of the overall health of caribous.
This also a determinant of calf survival over the winter and the ensuing years.
The access to areas rich in the fine fine selt at the tidal flats is the preference of the
caribou to endure the coldest months. Most often then not, near estuary’s.
Interdigital Hoof Tumiliguti
The Caribou legs have the end of the tendons as sensor and secrete onto ancient paths
and land, which produce and discharge to allow for followers to recognize. (Return of
the Cairbou). This allows for migration routes to be able to make it to their
destination.
Migrations and Main Migrations
The joints of the caribou will look like as though they have brucellosis, it occurs when
the tundra is dry;
Once the tumiliguti(tracker) is plugged with dry earth and prolonged it causes swelling
of the joints;
Caribou paths and migration paths are monitored as innate part of our life as hunters
for awareness is key responsibility of Inuit Wildlife and Environmental Stewardship.
Who is monitoring the NLCA under the key awareness for adaptive management?.
Who is overseeing the Nunavut Agreement for this purpose?
Nanuq Polar Bear
Bearer of Inuit Constitution
Arctic Wildlife & Ecology
Wildlife Practices – POLAR BEAR
Natural Progressions of Arctic Environment
Bearer of Inuit Constitution
Inuit Qujagijaunirmata – Piqujarjuat
Creator was grateful and thankful for Inuit living amongst the land, living, respecting in
harmony, animals of the Arctic where they graze feed, where they bare their offspring, the
ocean and endowed one of the animals to have white fur and promised that it would be the
only white bear on earth. That not only will it be our protector, our symbol also that we would
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have to be revering it, show it reverence, so for that gratitude he gave us the land and that was
when Nanurluk was born as a Constitution.
And the Constitution became the implement and any implementating we do is based on the
piqujaqjuaq.
In the time of Nanurlurng, Inuit went two ways; the one who meet new face, new race will
take on new ways, this is my ancestors. The one who would not take on new way, will live our
ways; they would be the ones to maintain our culture and ways. This was when children’s
game was born in follow the steps. UQQURMIUT GOVERNANCE ™©
Arctic Wildlife and Ecology
The Environmental Laws of Inuit are the natural progressions of the Arctic Environment.
It is the Respect for Land and Wildlife that keep nature as intended to be. The rich
terminology in the language of Inuktitut speaks from the vast and complex land of the
Inuit on Baffin.
This focus on Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit on the reverence of the nanuq is carried as the
basis of the Inuit Governance Constitution: Thus the knowledge geared towards why
Inuit practice customs and teachings to illustrate through the assessment, a general chart
of the Arctic Natural Progressions based on the Moons was produced by Elders of
Uqqurmiut, and, made amendments to the Canadian Acts and Regulations (1890,1970)
pertaining to the protection of people and wildlife to alleviate misunderstandings of Inuit
Right.
Nanuq- Polar Bear
Wildlife Practices – Polar Bear
The nanuq and Inuit solely hunt ringed seals and thrive as its main food, which in turn
the seals live mainly from the ocean. The ecological natural progressions are known by
Inuit on the polar bear, seals, and sea creatures. Although the nanuq isn’t hindered
easily, the seals habitat and birthing dens are necessities of life and brings concern as to
the long term affect of the bears and Inuit.
A management plan should also outline the affects of the dustfall in all seasons that may
hinder the habitat causing a bio-accumulation in the wildlife. How will it impact the
skins of the seals and how it will affect the population? Does this harm the follicles of
each species, breathing for all living beings?
The Maturing Stages of the Polar Bear illustrates below the comprehensive knowledge
of Tusaqtuut and the evidence of that accurateness and codes that do pass on
knowledge by virtue of single terminology: Arctic Species Listing©™
Maturing Stages of Polar Bear
Nanuit Pirupallianingit
1. Fetus
Illauq
2. Newborn Cub
Nanuaraq
3. Cub- Has learnt to leave den
Atiqtalaaq
4. Ice Cub- Yearling
Atiqtarq
5. Specific Size to Mother Bear
Nalliqtigiit
6. Third Year Cub
Pingajurat
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7. Offspring
8. Young Adult
9. Male Bear

Avvutiniku
Nukauq
Angujjuaq

Why is this permanent authenticated chart useful in an assessment and policy making?.
And how can it be utilized to make sound management and policy decision.
One example why Inuit have reiterated since regulatory bodies and agency’s, whether it
is international, nationally, or Committees on Polar Bear have made policy’s that make
decisions based on western knowledge as opposed to Inuit Knowledge. The chart
above have yet to be incorporated both at Territorial and Federal levels.
To make a point clearer, Canada have spent approximately 50 million dollars on study
of the polar bear prior to 1999, when DIO’s like Amaruq Hunters and Trappers
Association carry Terrestrial and Marine Mammals knowledge, monitoring techniques,
indicators, and traditional assessments for our own protection of Arctic Environment.
In comparison to the fifty million, if Elders Governance was funded, all the
authenticated documents produced on Polar Bear by Elders is effective and efficient and
the costs associated would work out to fraction of the what the Hunters and Trappers
Organizations have the tools to implement for future assessments.

INTERJURISDICTIONAL
The Board of AHTA relies on Inuit Management Techniques and Monitoring Techniques
and collaborate with Inuit and the members of the AHTA. The Board also held a
workshop in April of 2021 for the purposes of the assessment of the Mary River
Project. And concluded to have two hunters from the community as witnesses
according to Traditional Stewardship. As a result of the workshop, the board also
discussed the potential marine mammal impact within Nunavut Settlement Area and the
Greenland and Nunavik Areas pertaining to Equal Use and Occupancy, and the
Canadan Greenland Joint Commission on Narwhal, Canada Greenland Joint
Commission on Polar Bears.
UMIAQJUAT AQQUTINGA
SHIPPING ROUTE
The shipping route across the Arctic is protected across the Circumpolar Region one
being the ESPOO and the Transport Law of Canada and the Institutions of Public
Governments and Inuit Governance. Amaruq acknowledges the Canada and Greenland
Joint Commission which the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board is a partner for future
reference.
The main concerns was the participation of the adjacent community’s within Nunavut
Settlement Area along the shipping route, especially concerning the Ballast water and
the use of regulated diesel fuel rated for the Arctic Region.
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Inuit Right in Summary
The IIBA Inuit Impact Benefit Agreement, as known by the founders and members of
Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Nunavut Tunngavik, should be reviewed in its intent
both at operational, governance and administratively in consideration of the Nunavut
Land Claim Agreement for and on behalf of the Inuit. Not only from the
commencement of the Nunavut Accord, also from the Inuit Qaujimajangit, according to
the Nunavut Agreement.
It is for the following reasons , we cannot support the phase 2 as proposed,
• the project have activities Inuit and community members have concern as though
it is making short cut to gain tonnage
• the hunters are the Inuit making observation and monitoring without benefits
from the project and the Inuit Organizations.
• for protection of wildlife we are responsible for their land, with a jump of traffic
and activities, who is qualified to do the monitoring for our wildlife protection?
• An Elders and Amaruq Hunters and Trappers Association motions put forth
during the Public Hearing and Assessment; Community Round Table
Discussions over the course of the Impact Assessment have all not been
accepted, prior to the closing statement. The rejections of the motions put
forth as a DIO should have standing until a final decision have been made.

Lastly, because of COVID restrictions, the Annual General Meeting of the Amaruq has
been postponed to February or March of this year. The opportunity for input on the
hearing will be reported to Amaruqs members as restrictions are lifted.
Amaruq Hunters and Trappers Association
P.O. Box 629
Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada
XOA OHO
867-979-6848
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